Creative Manifestos

Each member of Microsoft’s Council for Digital Good has created a written manifesto for life online. The teens then evolved their words to an artistic representation of their individual manifestos, which yielded rap songs, videos, paintings, mixed-media art and digital works.

CHECK OUT THE COUNCIL’S CREATIONS BELOW:

The full Council then wrote one consolidated written manifesto that focuses on digital skills, advice and perspective, including thoughts for maintaining a healthy online outlook. Read the Council manifesto [here](#), and see the related visual representation [here](#).

In addition, the Council went beyond these specific assignments and crafted a separate vision document, outlining members’ roles, their mission and the impact they want to have. (Read the full Council vision document [here](#), and watch a video showcasing their individual creative manifestos [here](#).)

For ongoing updates on Council activities, you can follow our Facebook page and via Twitter using: #CouncilforDigitalGood.